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BRUNO KARTER
King of Dinosaurs Harry N. Abrams
My name's Noah Kilmartin. I'm from Ruddock, Ohio, and I'm absolutely, 100% unqualiﬁed to save the universe from the slavering demonic hordes of
the super evil bitch queen Lilith. Too bad nobody asked my opinion. All I've got to do is pass ﬁve lethal trials that'll prove I'm the universe's last
chance at salvation. To do so I'll have to lean hard on those three years of Okinawan jiu-jutsu classes I took in highschool, learn to wield my new
magic sword, and oh yeah - bond with ﬁve companions whose job it'll be to keep me alive in the process. Piece of cake. Right? Warning and minor
spoilers: "The Five Trials" is an 18+ book intended for mature readers. It contains copious amounts of graphic sex, medieval violence, and dark
themes.
King of Dinosaurs Dark Horse Comics
TamerKing of Dinosaurs
Stackhouse Press
Epic adventures, sexy ladies, and awesome Dinosaurs! Nate is the hardworking CEO of SouthernCool, an AC company in Florida. After years of toiling
to get rich, he ﬁnally takes a well-deserved vacation to Australia. A chance encounter ties him to a gorgeous gal named Senna. Right as things
between the two are heating up on the Great Barrier Reef, pesky aliens intervene. Humanity is doomed, they tell him, destined to become extinct in

the not-too-distant future. Nate and Senna are forced to compete for a spot on a human preserve. The competition turns out to be similar to a Real
Time Strategy (RTS) 4x game. That means, in order to score points, you have to eXpand your empire, eXterminate your foes, and eXplore & eXploit
your environment. Warning: contains nontraditional relationships, adult interactions that would steam up the windows of an old pickup truck, and
violent action. 18+ recommended. Note: This book includes interior art by FIFTEAN - images are SFW and PG13.
The Yucky Duck Rescue Simon and Schuster
[Spoiler for the faint hearted at the bottom of the blurb. Please read all the way through.]Before world war two could reach its conclusion, the world
suﬀered what could only be deﬁned as a cataclysm.Now, Yosemite city stands as the gateway between two worlds. The empire of humanity to the
west, and the wild wastes to the east.Standing at the helm for Yosemite is Vince, a Ranger turned city state ruler. Supporting him in his endeavors is
his inner circle.Vince has begun to maneuver through the intricacies of ruling. At the same time he must balance his expanding foundation and fend
oﬀ external threats. Thankfully, every single citizen of Yosemite is united to the cause. To make their home, permanent. To dig out their place in the
world and make a stand.Things are starting to spiral out of control. Almost as quickly as he can put it all back together something else falls apart.And
with Yosemite rapidly rising into prominence, Vince ﬁnds that it really means just putting a bulls-eye on your back.Warning: This novel contains adult
themes and moral ambiguities. The main character is written as a real person in an apocalypse, and will not make choices that line up with society
and cultural norms.This story contains a harem and is an Adult Fantasy novel.
The Missing Cuckoo Clock Graphic Universe ™
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Some good-for-nothin' varmints cut class in favor of a raft adventure.
Picture-Book Professors Orca Book Publishers
After selling enough cookies to earn her troop a camping trip, Salem discovers that the rest of the girls don't enjoy camping, so she and her cat,
Whammy end up in the wilderness alone, with only magical mishaps for company.
King of Dinosaurs Boom
Control dinosaurs. Tame women. Rule the world.Victor and his tribe of beautiful women prepare to leave their fort and journey to their new base, but
as usual with Dinosaurland, things never go according to plan.Now Victor must protect all of his tribe without the aid of walls, and an old enemy
gathers an army to give chase. Victor will have to use every power at his disposal to protect his women, and the journey will uncover new secrets of
this strange world.
Viking Rune Smith Titan Comics
On their mission to ﬁnd only the most exotic ingredients for top-notch dishes, Rutabaga and his pet cooking pot, Pot, somehow manage to get
themselves into a series of pickles. Amid the giant killer spiders, a desperate acting troupe, a nefarious thief, and a horde of toxic gubblins (nasty,
goblin-like creatures) who threaten to take over the kingdom of Evanore, how is Rutabaga supposed to ﬁnd any time to cook? Filled with the ﬁrst
volume’s same brand of humor and high jinks, this installment takes readers to new locations in the fantastical world Eric Colossal has created and
showcases more out-of-this-world platters that “Ru” brings to life. As in the ﬁrst book, in the back are three safe, easy-to-make recipes for all ages.
The Baker Street Peculiars Spectra
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting to engage reluctant readers! There's something ﬁshy going on
in the lake at Camp Dakota . . . and it sure isn't the ﬁsh! The campers have discovered some smelly, green gunk in the water. Yuck! The creek seems
to be source of the pollution, but how can they stop it? And why is a trash-covered duck leading them on a wild goose chase? Look in the back of the
book for experiments and more to help you become a science detective too!
A Mystery about Gravity Boom
Join the young hero Phoenix as she seeks the enchanted golden apple to save her brother An unoﬃcial Minecraft graphic novel for kids The ﬁrst of six
books in a series continued by Megan Miller and Cara J. Stevens Phoenix longs to see the world outside of her village. One day, she risks a trip over
the town’s wall to see the dark forest. Her quick adventure releases a monster that turns her brother into a zombie! It’s up to Phoenix to save him by
leaving her village and ﬁnding the enchanted golden apple. This graphic novel for kids is followed by other Minecraft graphic novels, including
Revenge of the Zombie Monks, Saving Xenos, Chasing Herobrine, The Ender Eye Prophecy, and Battle for the Dragon’s Temple. They are easy graphic
novels and are sure to be enjoyed by all who love Minecraft and stories ﬁlled with adventure, courage, and action. Quest for the Golden Apple is
especially ideal for those who aren’t inclined to read but love Minecraft. This graphic novel is a quick and engaging read for ages 9-12 with more than
750 pictures. Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books for young
readers—picture books for small children, chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers for
children who love to play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the environment, and
much more. In particular, this adventure series is created especially for readers who love the ﬁght of good vs. evil, magical academies like Hogwarts
in the Harry Potter saga, and games like Minecraft, Terraria, and Pokemon GO. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller
or a national bestseller, we are committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise ﬁnd a
home.
The Farseer Trilogy Book 3 Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Being the head of a monster-girl homestead isn't easy. Yeah, there is plenty of awesome sex and cute/horriﬁc monster babies, but Ken Jewell soon
has his hands full when a big band of bounty hunters start looking for "Crazy Ken" in the surrounding wilderness.To grow his small empire, Ken's going
to have to ﬁnd some new monster women to make clever and strong babies with. And where does a human soldier from Earth ﬁnd monster girls to
make babies with?The Underdark!
Goldie Vance #7 Simon and Schuster
Devin, Nadia and Marcus are on their way to visit their environmentalist parents who are working to stop a logging company from clear-cutting a
remote valley. When their plane crashes and the pilot is killed, the kids are left to survive in the wild with Wiley, a government bureaucrat, who is the
only other passenger on the plane. Learning to build a shelter and make a ﬁre in the woods, they discover that Wiley is working with the logging
company and will do anything to stop the secret getting out. On the run and in mortal danger, the three must outrun Wiley, escape a raging forest ﬁre
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and outwit a hungry grizzly bear to make it to safety. Combining pulse-pounding adventure and survival skills in a colorful graphic novel format,
Graphic Guides are sure to be a hit with young readers. Wild Ride is packed with survival tips including how to build a ﬁre and set a broken limb.
A Mystery about Pollution Orca Book Publishers
Adam is now the Nordar King of Kings and the most powerful human ruler to ever exist. Except he isn't human. He knows that he is Tiger.He knows
that he has to save the universe.But all kings have enemies, and it's time to deliver some fucking payback. Elaka Nota is responsible for the agony
and torture that Adam's wife Eve has endured, and the best way to remedy this is to take their most prized possessions. Possessions that might be
Adam's best chance at destroying the Draugr.
Wild Wastes: Eastern Expansion Ballantine Books
Follows Princess Bubblegum and Marceline's paranormal rock band's tour of Ooo as they confront scenesters, beasts born of self-doubt, and other
challenges, in a tale with other stories about the same characters interspersed among the episodes.
Rutabaga the Adventure Chef ABDO
First in the USA-Today bestselling Leigh Koslow Mystery Series! "A funny, fast-paced, clever, and unusual mystery that will have readers clamoring for
more. Sheer delight." --Carolyn Hart The truth about what happened in 1949 went to Paul Fischer's grave... Too bad his body didn't! Advertising
copywriter Leigh Koslow doesn't pack heat -- just a few extra pounds. And she doesn't go looking for trouble. When she moved into her cousin Cara's
refurbished Victorian house, she wasn't planning on discovering a corpse -- certainly not one that had been embalmed ten years before. But as
anyone in the small Pittsburgh borough of Avalon could tell her, her cousin's house has a history attached. A history dating back to two mysterious
deaths in the summer of 1949. Someone wants Leigh and Cara out of the house -- someone who has something to hide. But that someone doesn't
know Leigh's impetuous cousin, and when Cara digs her heels in, Leigh looks to her old college chum, local policewoman Maura Polanski, for help. But
the answers the trio ﬁnd only point to more questions. Were the scandalous deaths of ﬁfty years ago really an accident and a suicide? Or were they
murder? The nearer the women get to the truth, the more desperate someone becomes. Because some secrets are better oﬀ kept. Especially when
they hit close to home! "A thoroughly delightful debut. Bright, breezy, and witty. I couldn't put it down." --Tamar Myers Originally published in mass
market paperback by NAL/Penguin, Putnam, Inc. in 1999.
Food Fight Macmillan
Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine professional narration and sentence highlighting to engage reluctant readers! There's a new kid at Camp
Dakota! It's Megan’s ﬁrst year, and all she can think about is riding horses. But gravity seems to be getting in the way of all the campers' fun, from
the stables to the beach. Then the big cuckoo clock in the main cabin goes missing. Who would take a cuckoo clock? Can the campers use the
weighty facts they've learned to solve the mystery of where it went—and why? Look in the back of the book for experiments and more to help you
become a science detective too!
The Misadventures of Salem Hyde Graphic Universe ™
You and your friends had no trouble breaking into the abandoned Summerland Amusement Park. Getting out won't be as easy. Can you escape the
sinister creatures that dwell among the rides? Every Twisted Journeys® graphic novel lets YOU control the action by choosing which path to follow.
Which twists and turns will your journey take?
Undefeated Penguin
The time has come to venture into the wilds of the northern mountains and the arctic coast.Far beyond the borders of Svelgard, the truth about the
origins of my mark and my wife's mysterious wings can be found deep inside the den of the wolves, in the bowels of the old world.I will ﬁght as many
savage Farthegns, vicious beasts, and brutal elements as I have to in order to get the answers I'm after.And what I ﬁnd on this journey will change
everything, even my fate.
Jonesy Millbrook Press
Control dinosaurs.Tame women.Rule the world.A month has passed since Victor Shelby was abducted by aliens and put on a savage dinosaur world.
In that time, he has learned how to survive, tamed dinosaurs, and won the love of three beautiful alien women.But when another dinosaur attack
leaves them defenseless, Victor realizes that he'll need to push his Tame ability to the limit and build not just a camp, but a fortress.Or they will all
die.
The Five Trials Millbrook Press
Mystery is afoot in London. Thieves roam the graveyards, your best friend is missing, and your creepy boss is building something in his lab. A famous
detective is on your side. But does he have secrets of his own. Every Twisted Journeys® graphic novel lets YOU control the action by choosing which
path to follow. Which twists and turns will your journey take?
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